Wroclaw is situated in Lower Silesia Region of Poland. [https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wroc%C5%82aw](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wroc%C5%82aw)

You can reach Wroclaw using several means of transport:
A. Plane
B. Bus
C. Train

**A. Copernicus Airport Wroclaw.**

Wroclaw–Copernicus Airport is an international commercial airport in Wroclaw in southwestern Poland. The airport is located 10 km southwest of the city centre. It has one runway, two passenger terminals and one cargo terminal.

**Address:** Graniczna 190, 54-530 Wroclaw  
**Code:** WRO
City Bus from Wroclaw Airport to:
1. City Center
2. Meeting Point

There is only one city bus going from the Airport to the city center and meeting point. It takes 30-39 mins by bus from the Airport to the city.

Bus number: 106 goes every 30mins

Bus stop on the airport is called: Wroclaw-Strachowice Airport

1. Bus stop closest to the city center and hostels is called: RENOMA
2. Bus stop closest to the meeting point is called: DWORCOWA

Bus schedule and map you can check here: [http://wroclaw.jakdojade.pl/?locale=en#tabId=0](http://wroclaw.jakdojade.pl/?locale=en#tabId=0)

On the airport there is exchange office (in Polish KANTOR) where you can change a bit of money since the exchange rate is very bad there.
Bus ticket costs - 3pln - 0.68 euro
You need to buy also ticket for your luggage – 3pln – 0.68 euro

On the bus stop there is ticket machine so you can buy tickets using cash or credit card. Inside the bus there is also tickets machine but there you can use only credit cards.

As a rule the cheapest travel option should be chosen.
So only **If there is no City Bus you can take TAXI** from the airport to the city center which costs around **12-15 euro** (50-60pln) if you call the companies given below. If you take taxi straight away from the airport it will be much more expensive.
In taxi you can pay in cash, in some by card.

!!! If you take taxi and want to include it in the reimbursement you need to provide us with a bill from the taxi driver where is written company details and prize of the route. You can ask for it the taxi driver. Please remember about your grant limits for travelling expenses.

Phone numbers to order taxi:
1. **WICAR TAXI**
   0048/71 34 20 777 or 0048/725 717 171
2. **RYBA TAXI**
   0048/71 30 67 067 or 0048/516 007 700

*if you arrive late night or early morning, please contact us and we will help you to arrange the taxi on time.*
If you fly to other city of Poland: Krakow, Warsaw or Katowice or any other you can reach Wroclaw using bus or train.

B. POLSKI BUS COMPANY

It is the most popular Polish bus company since buses are quite comfortable, cheap and have WIFI. You can buy tickets online.

Connections you can find on their official website:

!!! Polski Bus stops on the Main Bus Station (DWORZEC GŁÓWNY PKS) in the city center of Wroclaw, very close (2mins walk) to the meeting point where we are going to take shuttle bus on 25TH of January.

C. POLISH TRAINS

Polish Trains are very comfortable and some of them – fast 😊
If you fly to Warsaw or Krakow or Katowice there are very good connections with Wroclaw.

Prizes and timetable you can check on the website:
http://rozklad-pkp.pl/en You can also buy tickets online.

Main Train Station (DWORZEC GŁÓWNY PKP) is situated 2mins walk from Main Bus Station and around 4mins walk from the meeting point.
For those who arrive before the Training or stay longer after the Training!

We have few proposals for hostels which are in the city center and close to the bus stop RENOMA where you need to go out from airport city bus. Prizes are quite similar from hostel to hostel since Wroclaw is touristic city and this year European Capital of Culture.

1. Moon Hostel
   - Single room with private bathroom - 33 euro/per room/night
   - Room with 4 beds with private bathroom - 13 euro/per person/night

   There are also cheaper options with shared rooms and shared bathrooms, please check out the link.

2. Absynt Hostel
   !!only for party people (there are clubs and pubs under the hostel and all around)
   - Single room with shared bathroom - 24 euro/ per room/night
   - Dorm with 6 beds - 8 euro/ per person/night

   Find out more here:

3. Cinnamon Hostel
   - Single Room with private bathroom - 34 euro
   - Single Room with shared bathroom - 27.5 euro
   - Dorm with 4 beds & shared bathroom - 15 euro
   - Dorm with 12 beds & shared bathroom - 7.5 euro

**Exchange Offices**

Exchange office in Polish is called **KANTOR**. Exchange rate is approximately **1 euro – 4,30 zł (pln)**

There are plenty of exchange offices in the city center.

It is good to exchange around 20 euro to polish zloty (pln) to have in case you cannot pay by card.

On the Main Square coffee costs around 2-3 euro.  
Beer – 1.5 - 3 euro  
Lunch – 7 – 10 euro  
Of course there are many cheaper places attended mostly by students 😊

**MAP OF IMPORTANT POINTS**

City Center - Main City Square, Old Town  
Moon Hostel  
Absynt Hostel  
Cinnamon Hostel  
RENOMA Bus Stop * route from the Airport  
RENOMA Bus Stop *to the Airport  
Main Train Station  
Main Bus Station  
Meeting Point - Shuttle Bus  
KANTOR - exchange office

City Center is 2km far from the meeting point (25mins walk)
How to reach the Meeting Point, Shuttle Bus

Meeting Point is on the STATOIL Petrol Station - close to the Main Square in the city center (2km) so walk will be nice and not so long (25mins).

If you want to take city Tram or Bus, all the connection you can find on the website http://wroclaw.jakdojade.pl/?locale=en – you just need to know your location, name of the street or name of the tram stop.

Shuttle Bus will departure on 25th of January latest 5pm from Statoil Station to Szklarska Poreba Gorna – time of departure depends on arrival time of all of you so sooner you buy tickets sooner we will set the time suitable for each of you.

There will be our support staff to ensure all of you are in the bus and help you find a way if you get lost.

!!!If you arrive on the airport around 4-5 pm - just inform us about it!!!
Short Time Stay In Wroclaw

If you do not stay for night in Wroclaw but you have a lot of time for walking and sightseeing and you want to leave your luggage in the luggage room, there is one in the Main Train Station.

It costs from 8pln to 15 pln (2 - 3.5 euro).

What To See in Wroclaw

Wroclaw is very beautiful city with many interesting places to visit. Please check out tour guide http://www.inyourpocket.com/wroclaw Where you can find everything!
**Coming Back After the Project**

We will organise the **Shuttle Bus** for all of you also on the way back from the Szklarska Poreba Gorna to Wroclaw City Center or Wroclaw Airport.

It will departure around **8-9 am** (after breakfast) so please find connections from Wroclaw to your home town which allow you to departure after 12 am from Wroclaw!

If there is no connections like that, please inform us so we can arrange extra transport for you.

**PLEASE REMEMBER TO KEEP ALL INVOICES, BILLS, TICKETS, BOARDING PASSES ETC.**

**CONTACT US**
*Kamila* – Project Coordinator
[contact.ysy@gmail.com](mailto:contact.ysy@gmail.com) or 0048/739-211-713

**SEE YOU SOON!**